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Aiming at density peaks clustering needs to manually select cluster centers, this paper proposes a fast new clustering method with
auto-select cluster centers. Firstly, our method groups the data and marks each group as core or boundary groups according to its
density. Secondly, it determines clusters by iteratively merging two core groups whose distance is less than the threshold and
selects the cluster centers at the densest position in each cluster. Finally, it assigns boundary groups to the cluster corresponding to
the nearest cluster center. Our method eliminates the need for the manual selection of cluster centers and improves clustering
efficiency with the experimental results.

1. Introduction

Clustering [1–4] is an unsupervised or semisupervised
learning method. /is method aims at dividing the samples
into different clusters according to the similarity between
samples so that the samples in the same cluster are as similar
as possible and the samples in different clusters are as
dissimilar as possible. Clustering has a wide range of ap-
plications, such as image analysis [5], pattern recognition
[6], data analysis [7], and wireless sensor networks [8].
Under the wide applications, many clustering methods have
emerged, such as K-means [9] and fuzzy c-means (FCM)
[10] clustering methods, which are only effective for
spherical data and have an inferior effect on nonspherical
data. But density-based clustering methods [11] such as
density peaks clustering (DPC) [12] did not have this
problem. However, DPC still has some drawbacks, so im-
proving the density-based clustering method has great
significance.

Aiming at the problem that DPC needs manual par-
ticipation in selecting cluster centers, Flores et al. [13]
proposed a density peaks clustering with a gap-based au-
tomatic center detection method. /is method calculates a
threshold to distinguish between cluster center samples and
noncenter samples. Lv et al. [14] proposed a density peak

clustering algorithm based on shared nearest neighbor and
adaptive cluster center./ismethod selects the cluster center
by narrowing the search range. However, the cluster centers
obtained by the above methods are the same as that of DPC.
In other words, if DPC cannot achieve good results on some
data, the above methods cannot achieve good results.

Aiming at the high time complexity of DPC, Lu et al. [15]
proposed a fast distributed density peaks clustering method
based on the Z-value index. /is method effectively reduces
the time complex from O(n2) to O(n · log n), but the
clustering effect is significantly reduced because the data
need to be reduced from multidimensional to one dimen-
sion. Xu et al. [16] proposed a fast density peaks clustering
method based on spare search. /is method ensures the
clustering effect and effectively reduces the time complexity
below O(n2), but it still needs to select the cluster centers
manually. Although the above methods improve the effi-
ciency of DPC, they also have shortcomings.

Recently, there have been many ways to improve the
precision of DPC [17–20]. /ese methods have more ad-
vantages for some data with considerable noise and complex
structures. In [17], dense cores are introduced as a repre-
sentative of the original data to reduce runtimes./e density
threshold is used to eliminate the interference from noise
samples. However, it has difficulties processing high-
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dimensional data. In [18], local density peaks are used to
construct a minimum spanning tree to avoid noises and
reduce runtimes. However, it cannot automatically deter-
mine the number of clusters. In [19], local cores represen-
tation dataset is introduced, which avoids noise interference
and reduces runtimes by only calculating the graph distance
between local cores. Nevertheless, it needs to build a decision
diagram. In [20], introducing natural neighbor to find local
representations, calculating the adaptive distance between
local representations effectively reduces the runtimes.
Nevertheless, it cannot automatically determine the cluster
centers. Du et al. [21] proposed a k-nearest neighbor DPC
method based on principal component analysis. It uses
k-nearest neighbor to calculate the sample density and
principal component analysis to process high-dimensional
data. Nevertheless, it is not effective in dealing with manifold
data.

/is paper presents a new density peak clustering
method (GDPC) that can fast and autodetermine the
cluster centers by grouping. Our method aims at grouping
the datasets to ensure that sample categories of each group
are the same and try to minimize the number of groups. In
this way, we no longer need to calculate the similarity
between all samples but only between groups. At the same
time, we find that the cluster centers usually appear in the
densest place of each cluster. We can divide each cluster
into core and boundary regions according to the feature
that the density from cluster center to cluster edge de-
creases gradually. /e distance between the two core
regions is considerable so that we can find the cluster
centers.

/e rest of this paper is as follows: in Section 2, we review
the DPC. Section 3 introduces our proposed method. In
Section 4, we do experiments on the effectiveness and ef-
ficiency of synthetic datasets and real datasets. Finally, we
summarize this article and put forward further challenges.

2. DPC

2.1. Quantities. DPC needs to use the density of the sample
(ρ) and the distance between the sample and its nearest high-
density sample (δ) when finding the cluster centers and
determining the sample labels.

/e density of the sample i is the number of other
samples within its cutoff distance (dc) range. /e density of
the sample i is defined as

ρi � 
j∈D

χ dij − dc , (1)

where dij is the distance between sample i and sample j, and
χ(x) � 1 if x < 0; otherwise, χ(x) � 0.

/e distance between sample i and its nearest high-
density sample is defined as

δi � min
j: ρj > ρi

dij  . (2)

For the sample i with the highest density, δi � max
j∈D

(dij).

2.2. Similarity Matrix. When calculating ρ and δ and de-
termining the sample label, the distance between samples
will be calculated many times. To improve efficiency, DPC
only calculates the distance between samples once and saves
it. It is no longer necessary to recalculate it when it is used
again. /e similarity matrix is defined as

S �

d11 . . . d1n

⋮ ⋱ ⋮

dn1 . . . dnn

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, (3)

where dij is the distance between sample i and sample j. n is
the number of samples.

2.3. Process. After calculating ρ and δ with the above
method, we use ρ as abscissa and δ as ordinate to draw a
decision diagram, as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) displays
the distribution of samples. Figure 1(b) is the corresponding
decision diagram. We can find that the upper right corner of
the decision diagram indicates the cluster centers.

After selecting the cluster centers, the labels of the
remaining samples are the same as that of the nearest high-
density sample.

2.4. TimeComplexity. /e time complexity of DPC has three
main parts: (a) calculating ρ requires O(n2) time complexity;
(b) calculating δ needs O(n2) complexity; and (c) deter-
mining labels of noncenter samples demands O(n) time
complexity, where n is the size of the dataset. Based on the
above three parts, the time complexity of DPC is O(n2).

3. The Proposed Method

To solve the manual intervention in selecting cluster centers
of DPC and the high time complexity of DPC, we proposed
GDPC. In GDPC, we isolate the core regions of different
clusters to find the cluster centers and use the grouping
method to reduce the amount of calculation.

3.1. Grouping. Under the condition of ensuring that the
sample labels in each group are the same, the fewer the
number of groups, the more efficient our method can be.

We define the distance between the ungrouped sample xi

and the first sample in group g as ||xi − g||. We divide
sample i into group g if ||xi − g||<dc. If no group g makes
||xi − g||<dc, we create a new group. Sample i is the first
sample in this group. Algorithm 1 explains the grouping
method in detail.

/ese groups have the following characteristics:

(1) ||xi − g||<dc(xi ∈ g): the distance between the first
sample and other samples in the group is less than dc.

(2) gi ∩gj � ∅(i≠ j): the same sample does not exist in
two different groups.

(3) xi ∈ Cj(xi ∈ g), if g1 ∈ Cj, where Cj is cluster j and
g1 is first sample in group g. All samples in the same
group belong to the same cluster.
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To distinguish whether group i is a core group or a
boundary group, we need to use the group density, which is
defined as

ρi � gi


 − 1. (4)

Definition 1. (zero density group). /e group with only one
sample. If group i is zero density group, ρi � 0.

/rough experience, we first remove groups with zero
density and then arrange the remaining group density in
descending order. Finally, if the density of the group i is
greater than or equal to the density threshold (ρt), group gi is
defined as the core group; otherwise, it is defined as the
boundary group. /e density threshold is defined as

ρt � f(⌈0.7 × n⌉ − 1), (5)

where n is the number of nonzero density group and f(i) is
the density of the i-th group after descending sorting.

As shown in Table 1, there are 7 nonzero density groups.
/e density threshold ρt calculated by equation (5) is
f(⌈0.7 × 7⌉ − 1), f(4) � 2. Because the density of groups 0,
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 is greater than or equal to ρt, they are core groups.
/e density of groups 6, 7 is less than ρt, so it is a boundary
group. /e density of group 7 is 0, so it is a zero density
group.

3.2. Select Cluster Centers and Determine Core Group Sample
Labels. When we determine the core group set, we need to
find the core region of each cluster through its spatial re-
lationship. /en, we can select the cluster center of each
cluster where the density is the densest.

We propose the following definitions.

Definition 2. (key sample). /e first sample in each group.

Definition 3. (transitivity). If the distance between any
sample in group p and the key sample in group q is less than
2dc, p can reach q through transitivity.

/e two groups p and q with transitivity satisfy the
following equation:

||p − q||≤ 2dc, (6)

where ||p − q|| is the distance between any sample in group p

and the key sample in group q. We can combine core groups
(join the same cluster) through equation (6).

Figure 2, because ||g1 − g2||≤ 2dc, so, group 1 can reach
group 2 through transitivity. /erefore, there is also tran-
sitivity between groups 2 and 3. By transitivity, we can
connect group 1, group 2, and group 3, so they belong to the
same cluster.

Assume that the density of group 3 is the highest in
groups 1, 2, and 3, and group 3 is already in cluster c,
whereas groups 2 and 3 are not in any cluster. Because
there is transitivity between groups 2 and 3
(||g2 − g3||≤ 2dc), and group 3 is in cluster c. So it can be
regarded as transitivity between group 2 and cluster c

(||g2 − c||≤ 2dc). After group 2 is added to cluster c, group
1 and cluster c also have transitivity, so group 1 can be
added to cluster c.

Algorithm 2 shows the specific steps, where ||o − c|| is the
distance between sample o in core set and any sample in
cluster c. go is the set of all samples in the group whose first
sample is o. o1 is the first sample in the current core set.
Firstly, we select the first sample in the core set as the initial
cluster center. Secondly, connect its corresponding group
with other core groups through transitivity. /e following
unconnected sample in the core set is selected as the cluster
center when more core groups cannot be connected. Repeat
the above steps until all the core groups have been assigned
clusters.

3.3. Determine Boundary Group Sample Labels. When
selecting the cluster center, we mark two transitive core
groups as the same cluster. In this way, we can determine the
labels of the core group sample simultaneously when
selecting the cluster centers.

x

C0

C1

y

(a)

C0

C1

ρ

δ

(b)

Figure 1: Density peak clustering method. (a) Samples distribution. (b) Decision diagram.
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After finding the cluster centers, we calculate the dis-
tance between the boundary group and the core group
sample. If the distance between group i and core group
sample j is less than 2dc, all samples in group i have the same
label as sample j, where the distance between group i and
sample j is the distance between the key sample in group i

and sample j. After that, we need to determine the label of
the remaining boundary group sample. We calculate the
distance between the key samples in each nonzero density
boundary group and each cluster center. We divide the
nonzero density boundary group into the cluster

corresponding to the nearest cluster center and mark the
zero density boundary group samples as noise samples.

3.4. Process. Our method (Algorithm 3) consists of the
following five main steps: (1) group the datasets using dc; (2)
select the cluster centers and determine the core group
sample labels through transitivity; (3) calculate the distance
between the boundary group and the core group sample and
determine the boundary group labels with distances less than
2dc; (4) calculate the distance between the remaining

(1) Input: data set D � x1, x2, . . . , xn , dc

(2) Output: group set G � g1, g2, . . . , gm 

(3) Create set G � ∅
(4) For each sample x in D do
(5) If exist ||x − g||<dc then
(6) g←g∪ x{ }

(7) Else
(8) Create new group (x)
(9) End if
(10) End for

ALGORITHM 1: Grouping.

Table 1: Examples of core and boundary groups.

i 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
ρ 4 3 3 2 2 2 1 0

(1) Input: Core set O � o1, o2, . . . , om , Group set G � g1, g2, . . . , gm , dc

(2) Output: Center set T � t1, t2, . . . , tk , Cluster set C � c1, c2, . . . , ck 

(3) Create set C � ∅
(4) While exist o in O do
(5) /∗ Merge all core groups ∗ /
(6) Flag � 0
(7) For each sample o in O do
(8) /∗ When a core group is added to a cluster or a cluster is created, the transitivity between the remaining core groups and the

cluster is judged ∗ /
(9) If exist ||o − c||≤ 2dc then
(10) /∗ transitivity judgment ∗ /
(11) c←c∪go

(12) O \o

(13) Flag � 1
(14) Break
(15) End if
(16) End for
(17) If Flag �� 0 then
(18) /∗ group o1 is not transitive to any existing label group ∗ /
(19) Create new cluster (o1)
(20) T←T∪ o1
(21) O\o1
(22) Flag � 1
(23) End if
(24) End while

ALGORITHM 2: Select cluster centers and determine core group sample labels.
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nonzero density boundary groups and the cluster centers,
and determine the labels of the remaining nonzero density
boundary group; and (5) mark the remaining zero density
group samples as noise samples.

3.5. Example. In this subsection, we introduce the process of
our method through an example, as shown in Figure 3 and
Table 2.

(1) Group the data: calculate the distance between
sample x1 and the existing group. Since there is no
group yet, create a new group g1, and add sample x1
to group g1. Calculate the distance between sample
x2 and the existing group (g1). Because
||x2 − g1||>dc, create a new group g2 and add
sample x2 to group g2. Calculate the distance be-
tween sample x3 and the existing group (g1, g2).
Because ||x3 − g1||> dc and ||x3 − g2||≤dc, so add
sample x3 to group g2. Repeat the above steps until
all samples are added to the group. Calculate the
density of each group by equation (4). /e grouping
results and density are shown in Table 2.

(2) Distinguish core or boundary groups: firstly, we sort
the groups in descending order of density, and the
result is g3, g1, g2, g4, g6, g9, g5, g7, g8. Secondly, we
remove the zero density group and calculate the
density threshold is 1 from equation (5)
(⌈0.7 × 6⌉ − 1 � 4), where 4th group is g6, and its
density is 1. So groups g3, g1, g2, g4, g6, g9 are the
core groups, and groups g5, g7, g8 are the boundary
groups.

(3) Determine core group labels: select the key sample x4
of group g3 as the first cluster center, and create a
new cluster c1 to add group g3 to cluster c1. Since
‖g1 − c1‖≤ 2dc, add group g1 to cluster c1. Because
the distances between groups g2, g4, g6, g9 and
cluster c1 are greater than 2dc, take the key sample x2
of group g2 as the second cluster center, create a new

cluster c2, and add group g2 to cluster c2. Since ‖g4 −

c1‖> 2dc and ‖g4 − c2‖≤ 2dc, add group g4 to cluster
c2. Since ‖g6 − c1‖> 2dc and ‖g6 − c2‖≤ 2dc, add
group g6 to cluster c2. Since ‖g9 − c1‖> 2dc and
‖g9 − c2‖≤ 2dc, add group g9 to cluster c2.

(4) Determine boundary group labels: because
‖g5 − c1‖> 2dc and ‖g5 − c2‖> 2dc, group g5 is not
processed temporarily. Because ‖g7 − c1‖> 2dc and
‖g7 − c2‖> 2dc, group g7 is not processed tempo-
rarily. Since ‖g8 − c1‖≤ 2dc, add group g8 to cluster
c1. Next, we divide the nonzero boundary groups
into a cluster corresponding to the nearest cluster
center. In this example, there is no nonzero density
boundary group, so this step ends here.

(5) Determine noise samples: in the previous step, the
zero density boundary groups not divided into
cluster are considered noise samples. In this exam-
ple, samples x8 and x14 in groups g5 and g7 are
marked as noise samples.

After completing the above steps, the clustering process
is over. /e clustering results are shown in Table 3. /is
example generates two clusters, including 10 samples in
cluster c1, 10 samples in cluster c2, and 2 noise samples.

3.6. Time Complexity. /e time complexity of our method
has four main parts:

It is assumed that the dataset with n samples is divided
into a core groups and b boundary groups.

(a) Grouping requires O((a + b) · n) time complexity
(b) Sorting core group density needs O(a · log a) time

complexity
(c) Finding the cluster centers and determining the core

group sample labels need O(a · n) time complexity
(d) Determining labels of noncenter samples demands

O(b · n + b) time complexity

α β

C

a b γ

group1
group2
group3

key1
key2
key3

Figure 2: Transitivity.
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(1) Input: data set D � x1, x2, . . . , xn , dc

(2) Output: center set T � t1, t2, . . . , tk , cluster set C � c1, c2, . . . , ck 

(3) Grouping data using Algorithm 1
(4) Select the cluster centers and determine the core group sample labels using Algorithm 2
(5) Calculate the distance between the boundary group and the core group sample and determine boundary group labels with

distances less than 2dc

(6) Determine the label of the remaining nonzero density boundary group sample
(7) Mark the remaining zero density group samples as noise samples

ALGORITHM 3: GDPC.
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g8
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g4

g9

g2

g7

Figure 3: Clustering example.

Table 2: /e grouping results.

Group Sample (s) Density
g1 x1, x5, x6 2
g2 x2, x3, x18 2
g3 x4, x9, x10, x13, x19, x21 5
g4 x7, x11, x15 2
g5 x8 0
g6 x12, x16 1
g7 x14 0
g8 x17 0
g9 x20, x22 1

Table 3: Clustering results of example.

Clusters Samples Instances
c1 x4, x9, x10, x13, x19, x21, x1, x5, x6, x17 10
c2 x2, x3, x18, x7, x11, x25, x12, x16, x20, x22 10
Noises x8, x14 2
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Based on the above four parts, the time complexity of our
method is O((a + b) · n), where (a + b)< n. /erefore, the
time complexity of our method is less than O(n2).

4. Experimental Evaluation

/is section has carried out precision and efficiency ex-
periments and has exposed our method source code and
synthetic data (download URL=[https://github.com/
yongbiaoLi/GDPC.git]), respectively.

4.1. Precision Experiment

4.1.1. Synthetic Datasets. In this section, we used K-means,
FCM, DPC, and GDPC to experiment in /reeCircles,
Lineblobs, Spiral, and Compound [22] synthetic datasets.
Table 4 shows specific information about the datasets.

From Figures 4, 5, 6, and 7, the cluster centers obtained
by K-means and FCM are not necessarily samples in the
data, but those obtained by DPC and GDPC are samples. For
nonspherical data such as Figures 4 and 6, K-means and
FCM cannot obtain the correct cluster centers and result.
For data such as Figures 5 and 7, which combine spherical
and nonspherical data, K-means and FCM can only obtain

partially correct cluster centers and results. DPC can obtain
some clustering centers and results of data such as Figures 5
and 7 because DPC is effective not only for nonspherical data
but also for spherical data. However, from Figures 4, 5, 6,
and 7, because DPC is stringent in distributing nonspherical
data, it is impossible to obtain correct cluster centers and
results. Our method is not affected by these distributions.

4.1.2. Real-World Datasets. In this section, we use Zoo [23],
/yroid [23], Ecoli [24], Machine [23], Hayes-Roth [23],
Sobar-72 [25], Segment [23], and Pendigits [23] real-world
data (details are shown in Table 5) to experiment with
K-means, FCM, DPC, and our algorithm.

From Table 6, we can see that ARI [26, 27], NMI [28],
and homogeneity [29] of GDPC are all higher than those of
K-means, FCM, and DPC on Zoo and /yroid datasets. On
machine, Sobar-72 and Sobar-72 datasets, GDPC has two
higher metrics than K-means, FCM, and DPC. On Ecoli,
Segment, and Pendigits data, only one metric of GDPC is the
best. In parentheses is the value of the parameter dc.

/e experimental results show that although GDPC is
inferior to K-means, FCM, and DPC in some datasets and
metrics, its performance is better than that in general.

Table 4: Properties of synthetic datasets.

Dataset Instances Dimensions Clusters
/reeCircles 299 2 3
Lineblobs 266 2 3
Spiral 312 2 3
Compound 399 2 6

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4: Clusters obtained by K-means, FCM, DPC, and GDPC over /reeCircles dataset. (a) K-means; (b) FCM; (c) DPC; (d) GDPC
dc � 0.05.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5: Clusters obtained by K-means, FCM, DPC, and GDPC over Lineblobs dataset. (a) K-means; (b) FCM; (c) DPC; (d) GDPC
dc � 0.089.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: Clusters obtained by K-means, FCM, DPC, and GDPC over Spiral dataset. (a) K-means; (b) FCM; (c) DPC; (d) GDPC dc � 0.058.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7: Clusters obtained by K-means, FCM, DPC, and GDPC over Compound dataset. (a) K-means; (b) FCM; (c) DPC; (d) GDPC
dc � 0.026.

Table 5: Properties of real-world datasets.

Dataset Instances Dimensions Clusters
Zoo 101 16 7
/yroid 215 5 3
Ecoli 336 8 8
Machine 209 7 8
Hayes-Roth 132 4 3
Sobar-72 72 19 2
Segment 2310 18 7
Pendigits 20000 16 26

Table 6: Comparison of the evaluation metrics of the four algorithms on the real-world datasets.

Dataset Algorithm ARI NMI Homogeneity

Zoo

K-means 0.42069 0.64396 0.63305
FCM 0.36469 0.62433 0.66487
DPC 0.3056 0.42223 0.32649

GDPC (0.718) 0.80158 0.84129 0.84208

/yroid

K-means 0.54707 0.39504 0.40321
FCM 0.4413 0.34344 0.37
DPC 0.52063 0.47818 0.40368

GDPC (0.045) 0.68386 0.55497 0.57709

Ecoli

K-means 0.43884 0.61493 0.70525
FCM 0.34935 054486 0.6399
DPC 0.45087 0.60743 0.63245

GDPC (0.093) 0.63227 0.60598 0.53881

Machine

K-means 0.06195 0.28402 0.32626
FCM 0.40954 0.44839 0.54375
DPC 0.38929 0.43189 0.38985

GDPC (0.106) 0.50151 0.53098 0.42842

Mobile Information Systems 9



Table 6: Continued.

Dataset Algorithm ARI NMI Homogeneity

Hayes-Roth

K-means 0.03731 0.05575 0.05575
FCM -0.01491 0.0 0.0
DPC 0.00591 0.13145 0.08757

GDPC (0.166) 0.03223 0.25694 0.50898

Sobar-72

K-means 0.26671 0.2106 0.22378
FCM 0.26671 0.2106 0.22378
DPC -0.07399 0.06523 0.05014

GDPC (0.629) 0.18569 0.31803 0.50194

Segment

K-means 0.36336 0.46123 0.44182
FCM 0.50632 0.61017 0.60989
DPC 0.24025 0.52623 0.40106

GDPC (0.089) 0.43038 0.58043 0.75747

Pendigits

K-means 0.35528 0.53178 0.52341
FCM 0.43647 0.57868 0.53033
DPC 0.55422 0.72433 0.69383

GDPC (0.15) 0.50352 0.60201 0.69527
/e meaning of the bold value is to emphasize that the value is the best result of the four algorithms on the same dataset and metric.
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Figure 8: Moons.
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Figure 9: Experiments with different instances.
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4.2. Efficiency Experiment

4.2.1. Synthetic Datasets. In this section, we use the moons
dataset to test the efficiency of DPC and our methods,. /e
distribution of the moons dataset is shown in Figure 8. From
Figure 9, we can see that, with the increasing amount of data,
the time required for DPC increases significantly, and our
method is better than DPC, and it becomes more and more
apparent.

4.2.2. Real-World Datasets. In this section, we use the real-
world datasets to test the efficiency of DPC and our methods.
As shown in Table 7, our method has always been more
efficient than DPC. /e larger the dc, the faster our method
is. /e more significant the amount of data, the greater the
gap between our method and DPC.

4.3. Influence of Parameter dc. In this section, we use the
moons dataset to test the influence of parameter dc on the
clustering results. As shown in Table 8, dc � 0.05, 0.2, 0.25,
and 0.3 cannot make the clustering results completely
correct. As dc increases from 0.05 to 0.3, the running time
decreases from 277.5 seconds to 1.34375 seconds.

/e influence of dc on clustering results mainly has two
aspects. (a) Efficiency: the larger the dc, the fewer the number
of groups after grouping, and the faster the clustering speed.
(b) Precision: too small dc will lead to grouping errors, which
will reduce the precision. Too small dc will lead to too many
noise samples. Combining the above two aspects, we select
the largest dc to ensure that all samples in each group belong
to the same cluster.

According to the synthetic data experiment, dc is gen-
erally half of the distance between the core regions of the two
nearest clusters. Because high-dimensional real data cannot

Table 8: Results of different parameters on the moon datasets.

Parameter dc Runtimes (s) ARI NMI Homogeneity

0.05 277.5 0.99799 0.99429 0.99429
0.1 49.718 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.15 12.125 1.0 1.0 1.0
0.2 2.3125 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.25 1.4531 0.0 0.0 0.0
0.3 1.31375 0.0 0.0 0.0
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Figure 10: Performance comparison of different methods.

Table 7: Runtimes (s) of real-world datasets.

Dataset DPC GDPC
Zoo 0.374 0.093
/yroid 0.401 0.234
Ecoli 0.875 0.462
Machine 0.398 0.265
Hayes-Roth 0.375 0.234
Sobar-72 0.37 0.031
Segment 1576.384 1046.281
Pendigits 5294.01 3595.974
/e meaning of the bold value is to emphasize the best result of the two algorithms on the same dataset.
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be observed, it is challenging to select dc for real data. How to
obtain the value of dc in real data is also a limitation of this
method.

5. Conclusion

/is paper presents a new method to improve DPC. We
divide the data into minor groups while ensuring that the
sample labels in each group are the same, so we only need to
calculate the similarity between groups to reduce the amount
of calculation. At the same time, we isolate the core regions
of different clusters, which makes it easy for us to find the
cluster center at the densest location. Among many methods
to improve DPC efficiency, the automatic selection of cluster
centers is not solved. Our method not only improves DPC
efficiency but also solves the problem of automatic selection
of cluster centers.

GDPC has a good effect on some spherical and non-
spherical data, but it does not perform well in some complex
data with noise samples. Because GDPC only uses one dc in
one data, it is difficult to achieve a good grouping result in
some complex data, resulting in unsatisfactory clustering
results and efficiency. In addition, how to obtain the value of
dc in real data is also a limitation of this method. /ese are
also where we need to improve.

/e advantages of the density-based clustering method
in nonspherical data are difficult to replace. In the future, we
still need to consider how to improve the efficiency under
reducing parameters.

6. Application

Clustering can be applied to wireless sensor data annotation.
We apply the clustering method to the activity data [30] of
the elderly to identify the four states of the elderly: (a) sit on
the bed; (b) sit on a chair; (c) lying; and (d) ambulating. /e
data were obtained by Torres et al. through a battery-free
wearable sensor. As shown in Figure 10, the experimental
results show that our proposed method has certain ad-
vantages in wireless sensor data annotation.

Data Availability

Previously reported data were used to support this study and
are available at http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml. /ese prior
studies are cited at relevant places within the text as
references.
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